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Abstract. In spam filtering filed, Naive Bayes algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms, but its
conditional independent assumption makes its reliance on training sets of sample space distribution.
In order to improve the accuracy rate, sample space became so complex, resulting in the algorithm of
time complexity is increased and the internal stability is poor. In order to solve above problems, this
paper proposes a modified using support vector machine(SVM) of the Native Bayes
algorithm :SVM-NB.First,SVM constructs an optimal separating hyperplane for training set in the
sample space at the junction two types of collection,then according to its similarities and differences
between the neighboring class mark for each sample to reduce the sample space also increase the
independence of classes of each samples,finally using Naive Bayesian classification algorithm for
mails. The simulation results show that the algorithm reduces the sample space complexity, fast to get
the optimal classification feature subset,effectively improve the classification speed and accuracy of
spam filtering.

Introduction
Along with the explosive growth of network information, E-mail turns to one of the most popular

way of communication in daily life.But then recoiled as spam problems, according to the latest survey
data which is showed by China send junk union[1], the user email receive 35.0 mail per week on
average, but Spam accounted for 41% of the total, spam affected people's life and work seriously.
Therefore, security and reliability of the mail system become the focus of people’s attention.

Naive Bayes algorithm model

The classification principle of Naive Bayes text is to solve the probability value ),...,,( 21 nPPP of the
vector ),...,,( 21 nxxxX which belongs to the category ),...,,( 21 jCCCC , and jP is the probability of

),...,,( 21 nxxxX which belongs to jC , the ),...,,max( 21 nPPP corresponding category is the category
text X belongs to the category, therefore, classification problem is described as solving the maximum
value of the equation(1).
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（1）
)( jcP is the probability in the training text which belongs to the category jc .

)|,...,,( 21 jn cxxxP ,if the text to be classified belongs to the category jc , the probability jc included in
the category of vector ),...,,( 21 nxxx .
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),...,,( 21 ncccP is the joint probability of given all categories.
Obviously, the denominator ),...,,( 21 ncccP is a known constant for any given category, so to

simplify the formula(1) for solving the maximum number of formula(2).
)()|,...,,(maxarg 21 jjn
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（2）
According to the hypothesis of Naive Bayes, the text feature vector attributes nxxx ,...,, 21 identically

distributed, and the joint probability distribution is equal to the product of the probability distribution
of each attribute, that is

)|()|,...,,( 21 jijn cxPcxxxP 
（3）

So
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Mentioned above in the Naive Bayes algorithm and its improved algorithm,their use is the basic
principle of Naive Bayes, just relax the assumption of independence, but in fact attributes which are
mutually dependent attributes are still present in training set among. It can be seen from formula(4)
when the final the probability of the text category has been calculated, these algorithms are
encountered some bottlenecks, because it used conditional independence assumption, the actual
property which is not independent from each other limits the performance of the algorithm, especially
in accuracy and recall rate. So, is there an algorithm that can be applied the conditions of
independence assumptions to the real world？If an algorithm based on all those involved to calculate
the properties of the sample set according to whether the associated process, that is, if there is a
relationship and not independent between two attributes, determine whether the two attributes of the
same category,and then deal with these two attributes based on the algorithm, this is the improved
naive Bayesian algorithm NB - TSVM proposed in this paper.

Naive bayes algorithm based on SVM algorithm

（1）Support Vector Machine（SVM）
SVM because of the significant generalization ability and it is highly favored by people, the

principle is constructed a hyperplane in the eigenspace, so that the width between the two types of
structure to achieve the maximum distance that is the hyperplane structured by the distance is farthest,
but must also make the class of the wrong points to minimize the punishment, it is the essence of
SVM quadratic optimization problem.

In the case of separable training set, the SVM constructs an optimal hyperplane,
0)(  bxw （5）

It makes the following sample set }1,1{,;,...,2,1),,(  yRxniyx d
ii ,satisfy the constraint

conditions
  nibxwy iii ,...,1,01)(  （6）

And makes the punishment function minimum, namely
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（7）
By solving the optimization problem to be optimal hyperplane as follows ：
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ia is a Lagrange multiplier.

When the traning set can not be divided, the introduction of relaxation factor 0i and the penalty

parameterC , The minimization function is
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under the constraint condition
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  nibxwy iiii ,...,1,1)(   , the classification rules just take
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The introduction of kernel function is one of the major characteristics of the SVM algorithm, it is
often difficult to differentiate low dimensional space vector set, then naturally thought map the low
dimensional space to high dimension space, but the attendant will increase computational complexity,
however, the kernel function cleverly solves the the problem. )()(),( yxyxK  , represents a kind of
mapping,as long as the appropriate selection of kernel function, we can obtain the classification
function corresponding of higher dimensional space

function
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,the )(x is higher dimensional vector than x (we don't need to
know the specific form of  ),due to )()(),( yxyxK  only relates to yx, , and doesn't involve the high
dimensional operation, so there is no increase in computational complexity.

（2）Improved Naive Bayes TSVM-NB
As mentioned above, the use of the premise condition of the Naive Bayes is that the attribute of the

training set is independent of each other, With the principle of support vector machine is that you can
find a perfect hyperplane, the two categories of the boundaries of the mixing will not appear if the
distance between the two categories reaches maximum. However, in actual application, it has a
serious impact on the recall rate and accuracy of the classification of the Naive Bayes algorithm
because of this independence assumption is not true. In this paper,it is proposed a kind of improved
Naive Bayes algorithm TSVM-NB by using the Support Vector Machine(SVM) pruning techniques
to reduce the overlapping between properties, enhance its independence, and combining with the
advantages of Naive Bayes algorithm which is the classification speed.

First of all, the training set by the Naive Bayes algorithm for the initial training to obtain the initial
training classes and categories of binding of each vector in the training set, and then trim the training
set by using the following algorithm.

Find the nearest neighbor of each vector point, and then for each vector point, keep the point if this
point and its nearest neighbor belong to the same, or delete the point if this point and its nearest
neighbor belong to the heterogeneous.

What is the nearest neighbor? How to find the nearest neighbors? Euclidean distance is used as the
distance between the two vectors, namely set the two vectors as

),...,,( 21 n
iiii xxxx , ),...,,( 21 n

jjjj xxxx

Then the distance between ix and jx are defined as
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The closest vector to a vector is the nearest neighbor of it.
We give the implementation method of above：give a training set which has been trained for the

first time by Naive Bayesian algorithm miyRxyxyxyx i
n

imm ,...,2,1},1,1{,),,(),...,,(),,( 2211  ,the
training set is expressed as a matrix
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Input： ),...,,( 21 mxxxX , ),...,,( 21 myyyY are vectors in sample training sets；
Output：the sample classification vector ),...,,( 21 mvvvV which is trained by TSVM.
Calculate the distances between every two vector, what's more, the distance of itself is infinite.
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For i=1 to m
{

For j=1 to m
If(i!=j)

Calculate the ),( ji xxD

}
Find the nearest neighbor for each vector.
For i=1 to m
{

xMinD
For j=1 to m

If（ ),( ki xxD < ),( ji xxD
）
),( jix xxDMinD 

}
Determine whether the class mark of each vector and its nearest neighbor are consistent, if they are

not consistent, then delete this vector.
For i=1 to m

{
If（ ),( jix xxDMinD 

）

if（ xjxi LL !
）

L represent the class mark of two vectors
Delete vector ix

}
Classify the mail with clipped training sets with NB algorithms.

Algorithm implementation in spam filtering
The step and processes of simple implementation is mentioned above. In the following figure 2 shows
add the classify algorithm to the classification, namely The concrete realization method of the
classification, as shown in figure 2.

Fig.2 Spam filtering process
1 ） The automatic segmentation and text labeling are realized by ICTCLAS Chinese word
segmentation system which is developed by Institute of Computing Technology Chinese Academy of
Sciences with a large amount of normal mail and spam as the training sets.
2）Feature select to use the method of information gain, in the global scope where doesn’t distinguish
the spam and normal mail, calculate IG value of each feature X, and then sorted by IG value size,
select the required number as a characteristic successively. Construct the feature vectors which are
represent that email after finished the choice.
3）After construct the feature vectors, it should be done firstly to train the feature vector by using
Naive Bayes algorithm, then the initial training set and its category of feature vector.
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4）Clipping the feature vector of 3) with TSVM aims at reducing independence constraint among the
attribute, namely reduce the dimension to reduce redundancy from the characteristic vector set. Then
the clipped training set will be get.
5）In the end, Naive Bayesian algorithm classify the mail according to the clipped training set.

Conclusions
Based on support vector machine (SVM) algorithm and Naive Bayes algorithm (Naive Bayes),

this paper aim at the conditional independence from each attribute which is the limit of Naive Bayes
algorithm, use SVM to find the optimal plane, cut overlapping attributes, enhance the independence
of properties, come up with improved Naive Bayes algorithm TSVM -NB, and evaluate it according
to the accuracy and recall rate of the spam system’s evaluation parameters. After a large number of
experiments, it can be proved that this algorithm will improve the accuracy and recall on solving the
spam to a certain extent.

To improve the algorithms mainly applies to the data set which is seriously crisscross or overlap
among the attribute vector, namely in the case of classification is not particularly easy, if aliasing is
relative weak among the attribute vectors, it will be hard to embody the advantage of improving the
algorithms.

With the development of science and technology, spam is not just limited to the text form. There is
a variety of forms such as the rubbish pictures, rubbish video and audio, the algorithm studied in this
paper is just for the junk mails which are in the text form, how to filter pictures, video and audio
efficiently will be in the next step research.
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